This paper provides performance prediction analysis techniques for a linear point feature tracking algorithm based on different motion models. We provide closed form expressions to evaluate the probability of correct data association of a tracker (analysed with different motion models), when tracking under clutter. We also extend our analysis for the prediction of correct data association when a tracker recovers from a false match to regain correct track. The simple mathematical expressions provided here, can be used to implement performance analysis procedures that are fast, easy, and is reasonably accurate (compared with conventional computationally expensive Monte-Carlo tracking experiments to predict the performance of a tracker). We have also demonstrated the importance of using a correct motion model for a visual tracker to get optimum tracking performance, based on empirical evaluation techniques. The performance of a tracker's robustness under varied noise has also been investigated.
Symbols Used in this Paper
: Probability of correct association at t=k+1 for a ZVT } 1 { + k P CVT : Probability of correct association at t=k+1 for a CVT } 1 { + k P CAT : Probability of correct association at t=k+1 for a CAT } 1 { + ′ k P ZVT : Probability of correct association at t=k+1 for a ZVT, when a false match occurred at t=k } 1 { + ′ k P CVT : Probability of correct association at t=k+1 for a CVT, when a false match occurred at t=k } 1 { + ′ k P CAT : Probability of correct association at t=k+1 for a CAT, when a false match occurred at t=k
Performance Prediction Analysis of a Point Feature Tracker Based on Different Motion Models 1 Introduction
With the recent resurgence of interest in the area of visual tracking, many researchers are also interested in the performance of trackers for a variety of vision applications [10] , [15] , [19] , [21] - [23] , [25] - [27] . The term visual tracking, in the broader context, refers to tracking features such as corner points, lines, curves, contours, regions etc.
in the image plane of a long sequence. In this paper the feature of interest is the corner points. It is important that the corner point tracker considered for a particular application be reliable when tracking in the presence of clutter, and be robust in a noisy environment. It is also equally important that the tracker in use is capable of adapting to the changing motion of features in order to provide optimum tracking results.
For the last two decades the target tracking community has been focussing on the performance of various target tracking algorithms [1] - [8] , [11] . In most cases the applications of these algorithms are for specific purposes (mostly defence oriented), such as tracking missiles and satellites, to analyse aircraft manoeuvres, space-craft trajectory analysis etc. Our survey shows that in the area of image processing and pattern recognition there are very few published papers which provide performance analysis techniques for tracking algorithms for computer vision related applications. The relatively small amount of performance analysis work reported in the literature relating to visual tracking are in most cases for a narrow band of applications. They include analysing the tracking performance of a walking person [17] , tracking of the left ventricle [19] , evaluation of vehicle tracking [22] , [26] , tracking of faces [21] and body motions [18] , medical diagnostics [15] etc. Most of these evaluation techniques presented are for nonpoint feature tracking algorithms.
Work reported in [25] use a more generalised comparison techniques to compare 4 point feature trackers. The performance of the trackers are compared only on the basis of speed of tracking algorithm in relation to the number of points tracked using a cost function strategy. In [9] , [10] Ngan et. al. presented a more versatile tracker performance prediction measure called the Probability of Correct Association (PCA) for 2 trackers (a zero velocity and a constant acceleration tracker) when tracking in clutter. They also introduced the PCA concept for a tracker when recovering from a False Match (referred to as PCA-FM in this paper), but they only considered the case for the zero velocity tracker. In this paper we review their work (for completeness) and extend the performance prediction measures PCA and PCA-FM to a tracker based on the 3 different motion models (a constant acceleration, a constant velocity and a constant position (zero velocity) models simulations, using real dynamic image sequences. We also empirically evaluate the performance of a complete feature tracker, the Multiple Hypothesis Tracker -MHT [14] using the different motion models considered, and we analyse its performance under varied noise levels. To emphasise the importance of choosing the correct motion model for optimal tracker performance, we also have provided results.
Since our primary task is to compare the performance of point feature trackers with different motion models, the corner features (each occupying 1 pixel in the image plane) that we track are extracted independently in each frame of a given image sequence by using the KLT corner detector [13] (It is also possible to manually label corner points of interest in each frame). By doing so we totally isolate the tracking procedure from the corner extraction procedure purely to focus on the performance of the prediction and tracking process.
The performance of a tracker is evaluated at different clutter density levels. This is achieved by artificially inserting clutter points at different densities around the actual corner features extracted (within a specified area centred at each feature). This process is employed to see whether a tracker based on a particular motion model is robust enough to associate the predicted feature point with the actual feature. Each experiment is carried out at a different clutter density level to evaluate the tracker performance.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides the assumptions that are required for the analysis. Section 3 provides the performance measures used. In section 4 and 5 the derivation of expressions for the probability of correct data association (PCA and PCA-FM) for the three trackers are considered. Section 6 outlines the experimental evaluation procedure employed. Section 7 provides the results and discussion, and finally Section 8 gives the conclusion.
Assumptions for Tracking Analysis
The initial objective of this paper is to develop closed form performance prediction techniques for a tracker (based on 3 linear motion models: a Zero Velocity Tracker (ZVT), a Constant Velocity Tracker (CVT) and a Constant Acceleration Tracker (CAT)). The formulation of closed form expressions for the PCA for each tracker requires a number of assumptions to be made, which are listed as follows.
Assumption 1: Only a single moving corner point is considered at a time, and the selected corner is assumed present in every frame (this is verified by a manual check following corner detection). The motion of the point feature behaves according to the following dynamic motion equations (for ZVT, CVT, and CAT respectively)
are the position, velocity and acceleration at time k respectively (per unit time) and η k is a Gaussian distributed noise.
Assumption 2:
Data association is performed by the nearest neighbour method. No drift is assumed in the prediction phase when estimating the position of a feature.
Assumption 3:
Clutter is present in every frame. A new set of clutter points is generated for each frame, and the clutter points are uniformly distributed in two-dimensional space for performance evaluation.
Performance Measures for Tracking
Disk of association (A) A natural choice for a measurement of tracking performance is the track purity of the output trajectory generated by the tracking system. This is the average percentage of correctly associated measurements in each track, see Chang et.
al. [2] , [3] , [4] . However, an analytical expression for track purity is very difficult to derive. An alternative measurement is called the Probability of Correct Association (PCA) [10] , which as its name suggests is the probability at any given step that the tracking system will make a correct data association in the presence of clutter.
The following PCA s are presented (as performance prediction measures) in this paper.
1. The probability of obtaining the correct association at t = k+1 for all three trackers given that a correct association has been made at the previous time steps (referred as PCA).
2. The probability of making a correct association at t = k+1 for all three trackers given that an incorrect association has been made at t = k, but that a correct association has been made at previous time steps (referred as PCA-FM).
Nearest Neighbour Data Association
Denote the probability that a given pixel is not a clutter point by P 0 (and its complement by P 1 ), the true position of the object at t = k+1 by p k +1 , and the predicted position of the object at t = k+1 given track positions up to and
. Then the prediction error is defined by [10] . See Fig. 1 .
An overhead tilde is used to denote values derived from an incorrectly associated measurement made at t = k, thus giving rise to, ~| p k k
+1
, and ẽ k +1
.
A correct association is attained when no clutter point occurs within the region of association which is defined to be a disk with radius e k +1 centred at p k k
+1|
, as shown in Fig. 1 . The probability of the event of correct association is equal to the probability that no clutter point exists within a radius of e k +1 of p k k
. This probability is given by the probability P 0 to the power of the number of pixels in a disk of radius e k +1 [10] , namely,
Thus the derivation for the probability of correct association for ZVT, CVT, CAT begins with the determination of an appropriate expression for e k +1 for each case.
Probability of Correct Data Association (PCA)
This section describes the method to obtain an expression for the probability of correct association (at time step k+1) for each of the trackers (ZVT, CVT and CAT) assuming the tracker has not made a false match up to the current time step k.
Derivation of PCA for the Zero Velocity Tracker (ZVT)
This tracker assumes that the best prediction for the point feature in the next frame is the current point in the trajectory. Therefore, the following relationship holds for the ZVT (can also be termed the constant position tracker).
Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) yields the expression for the probability of correct association at time step k+1
) in terms of the velocity from p k to p k +1 . In this case the error is caused by a small velocity
. Therefore, the random noise component is neglected). Therefore,
Derivation of PCA for the Constant Velocity Tracker (CVT)
The constant velocity tracker assumes correct data associations have been made at t = k, and t = k-1. The reason is that the CVT requires past positions of the feature at time k and k-1 to predict the position at k+1. If any one of these past 2 positions represent a clutter point, the calculated velocity value will not reflect the true velocity of the feature at t = k+1.
Using the error definition and the dynamic equations for constant velocity (section 2), we have,
assume that for a non ideal case a k +1 is non zero (say a small constant acceleration error component a k+1 =a is present) and η k is a sample from a Gaussian distributed noise. Therefore, using equations (5) and (8) the probability of correct association for CVT (denoted as
) can be gives as follows:
Using the total probability theorem [1] , for the constant velocity model (CVT), we obtain, (10) where p k ( ) η is the pdf of the Gaussian distributed random variable η k .
Expanding equation (10) with suitable substitution, and integrating out, produces the following expression [12] : 
Derivation of PCA for the Constant Acceleration Tracker (CAT)
Recall from section 3 that the constant acceleration tracker assumes correct data associations have been made at t = k, k-1, k-2. The reason for this is that the acceleration term is calculated using the previous three positions of the trajectory. If any one of these three position terms represents a clutter point, the calculated acceleration value will not reflect the true acceleration of the feature point at t = k+1.
The prediction error for the constant acceleration tracker is as follows (using similar approach as before). (12)). Using equation (12) , the probability of correct association for CAT (denoted as
Note that this probability is conditioned on the random component η k , which can be integrated out by applying the total probability theorem as before.
The probability of correct association for CAT can be derived by setting a = 0 in Equations (9)- (11), and simplifying the expression reduces to [12] , ( 
Alternatively, the expression (14) can be obtained by expanding (13) and then simplifying using the fact that the area under a density function is unity (see [12] for a detail derivation).
Probability of Correct Association for Recovering from a False Match (PCA-FM)
This section describes the method to obtain an expression for the probability of correct association for each of the trackers (ZVT, CVT and CAT) when they recover from a mismatch to regain correct track (after a false match occurring in the previous time step k). An analytical derivation for ZVT is provided, but for CVT and CAT, PCA-FM expressions are provided using a combination of analytical derivation and Monte-Carlo experiments.
Disk of association (A)
Square region of integration (S) Disk of association (A) Fig. 2 . Prediction error v k +1 includes the offset due to data association error k ε . Fig. 3 . Approximating the circular region of integration A by a square region S.
Derivation of PCA-FM for the Zero Velocity Tracker (ZVT)
If a clutter point occurs within the disk shown in Fig.2 at t = k, then that clutter point would be selected for the trajectory at t = k. The probability of correct association when recovering from a false match (PCA-FM), denoted as
, is a measure of the likelihood that the ZVT will perform a correct data association at t = k+1 given that an incorrect association had occurred at t = k. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Assume the existence of a clutter point n k inside the disk of association at time t = k. The nearest neighbour criterion would associate n k with the trajectory at t = k, which is designated the symbol p k , where the tilde denotes an incorrect association. When applying the zero velocity prediction scheme, the incorrectly associated point also is the vector difference of the true velocity v k +1 and the two-dimensional random variable ε k as given by equation (16) .
Substituting the prediction error into equation (5) yields the probability of correct association given as follows.
The probability
can be formed from equation (17) by integrating out the random term ε k using the total probability theorem. The probability density function of ε k is a uniform distribution inside the disk of association A, and zero outside. ie., p k
2 if ε k is inside A, and 0 otherwise [9] .
For mathematical convenience, the disk of association (A) is approximated by a square (S) as shown in Fig.3 , which is centred at p k −1 and has sides of length 2v k max,
, where v k max, is defined as:
With suitable substitution and integration, the final expression can be given by [12] :
where,
with a P = ln 0 π and b v x = −2 . A similar expression can also be found for I y . Note that this expression is only valid for a small velocity v (to approximate a zero velocity tracker).
Derivation of PCA-FM for the Constant Acceleration Tracker (CAT)
A complete expression for the probability of correct association for a constant acceleration tracker recovering from a false match (prediction for t = k+1 given that at t = k there is a mismatch) is rather more complicated than the zero velocity case. However, we provide a geometrical derivation using a similar vector diagram to , in the x, y direction) of A as a variable quantity.
Disk of association (A) Fig.4 . Vector diagram for the probability of correct association for CAT and CVT when recovering from a mismatch (the radius of the disk of association is modelled as a variable quantity).
From vector diagram (Fig. 4), and with the motion equation for CAT it can be shown (with assumptions (i), (ii)
given below) that: (19) where e k (= r) is the radius of the disk of association (the error) for the matching at t = k.
Assumptions for deriving (19):
(i) τ k is a random error term (non Gaussian) between the actual position of the feature and the selected mismatched feature (at t = k).
(ii) τ η k k >> (for low noise levels).
By a similar analysis as to that carried out for the ZVT, the probability of correct association for PCA-FM (recovering from a false match), denoted as Equation (20) is very similar to equation (18) be able to find the probability of correct data association using Equation (20).
Derivation of PCA-FM for the Constant Velocity Tracker (CVT)
For the derivation of PCA-FM for CVT (denoted as
), a similar analysis can be carried out as for the CAT. In this case a constant velocity model is assumed with a constant acceleration error term added to the dynamic motion equation. The probability of correct association (recovering from a mismatch) is still given by equation (20), but r x is now given by the following expression. ( , ). (22) where g is the acceleration (modelled error term) of the dynamic system ( g x is the x component of g), and α β ( , ) with g is shown in Fig. 6 . As before a perfect CVT is obtained when g -> 0. ( , ) with the error term (g). As g->0, a perfect CVT model is obtained.
Experimental Procedure
This section describes the experimental procedure used to empirically validate the probabilities of correct association (for complete experimental process the reader is referred to [12] ).
Generation of Clutter Points
For each frame of a sequence, a set of random tokens is added to represent clutter. The random tokens are uniformly distributed in each frame using a specified clutter density P 1 (see section 3.1 for definition of P 1 ). The spatial region over which the new tokens are deposited is centred at the reference corner point and is a square region with a sufficient number of pixels so that the expected number of deposited (within the region) clutter tokens is N. 0.277 0.625). These are the 13 clutter levels at which the probability of correct association is evaluated.
Calculation of Probability of Correct Association
The probabilities of correct association (PCA and PCA-FM) for simulations are calculated using the following expressions for each tracker (where event types A, B, C, and D are defined below): 
Results
The following sub-sections describe the qualitative and quantitative results obtained for the various empirical evaluations presented. The simulated tracking performance is evaluated under 2 categories. The track life (Total number of correct trajectory points regardless of trajectory order) and track purity (Number of frames to first incorrect trajectory point). Our analysis as discussed below shows that the PCA and PCA-FM derived (for each separate motion model) are a good representation for the simulated track life and track purity, respectively, for each image sequence considered. All our experiments presented here are based on real life dynamic image sequences.
Finally, we employ a complete feature tracker (The Multiple Hypothesis Tracker [14] is chosen for demonstration) and show the quality of feature trajectories obtained using different motion models described. The experiments are also carried out at varied noise levels to test the robustness of the tracker.
Track Life and Track Purity Results Under Clutter
The results presented in Figs. (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) shows that the closed form expressions (PCA and PCA-FM) are a reasonable match to the Monte Carlo experiments (using synthetic data), provided there is no violation of assumptions made in deriving the theoretical expressions (as given in sections 4 and 5). This suggests that the theoretical expressions are a credible representation of tracker performance (for each separate motion model) under varied clutter level. For each experiment more than 100 separate Monte Carlo runs were made and the average considered.
The trackers (ZVT, CVT, CAT) were applied to track corner features (extracted independently of the tracker, using the KLT corner detection algorithms [13] ) for image sequences ranging from about 10 to 50 frames. We used a variety of different image sequences with the feature to be tracked moving with varied motion (due either to feature motion or camera motion). Figures 13-16 and 17-20 shows the track life and track purity results for the PUMA (30 frames), Toy-Car (9 frames), Walking-Man (50 frames) and RUBIC (20 frames) image sequences respectively. From these results it is reasonably clear that a CAT or a CVT tracker gives the best tracking results for the PUMA sequence, while a CVT seems more suitable for the Walking man and Toy car sequences. A ZVT is adequate for the RUBIC sequence, this is because the inter-frame motion for the RUBIC sequence is very small, thus a zero velocity tracker is able to produce trajectories which are comparable to CVT and CAT. The same results are independently verified by visually inspecting the qualitative results given in Figs. 21 (these tracks are obtained by using the MHT employing the 3 different motion models discussed). The motion model that gives the best quality trajectories (for each image sequence) is the same as the ones revealed by Fig. 13-16 and Figs.17-20, thus confirming the consistency of the results presented.
Application of MHT Employing Different Motion Model in the Presence of Noise
The MHT tracker with the most suitable motion model as applicable to each of the image sequence considered (obtained from results reported in sections 7.1) was tested under noisy condition. The noise (uncorrelated noise) is artificially added to each frame (except the first frame) of a sequence at a specified noise variance. The process was followed by feature extraction prior to applying the tracker. (Fig. 23 ) are similar to tracking in clutter, this is because the false corner points detected by the corner-extracting algorithm are treated like cutter by the tracker.
Theoretical Results versus Experimental Results
From the plots given in Figures 7-20 , it is clear that there is deviation between the theoretical and experimental (simulation) results. The reasons for the deviation could be attributed to the following. (c) Numerical approximation and compromises in simulation implementation methods could have caused some deviation, which were not accounted for in the analytical study.
However, despite these factors, the correspondence between the theoretical formulation and experimental results are close for low and high values of clutter density.
Conclusion
We have provided a performance prediction scheme for simple linear trackers based on different motion models when tracking under clutter. The closed form expressions provided for performance prediction have been shown to be more efficient than the conventional Monte-Carlo experiments. The method provided is useful to compare the performances of a visual tracker based on different motion models, thus indicating to the model that gives the best quality trajectories. We have also experimentally demonstrated that choosing the most appropriate motion model is important for any tracker to provide good tracking results. The tracker performance under noise has also revealed some interesting results. This was demonstrated by applying the MHT tracker to track features at varied noise levels.
In another line of research we carried out, we proposed a multiple motion model tracking algorithm [23] which was capable of automatically switching to the most suitable motion model presented (from a bank of motion models) that best described the feature's motion, resulting in good feature trajectories. The algorithm utilised the Interacting Motion Model (IMM) [1] criteria for model switching. The image sequences used in [23] were the same as the ones used in this paper, and the outcome of the optimal model selection revealed in [23] Track-life results (using real data) gives the best match for the theoretical CVT model presented.
Track-purity results (using real data) presented for the probability of correct association for recovering from a mismatch (for CAT) is a reasonable approximation to the track-purity obtained using a constant acceleration tracker (CAT) by simulations. This is an indication that for feature tracking for the PUMA sequence a CAT or CVT provides the best track result. presented for the probability of correct association (for ZVT) when recovering from a mismatch is a reasonable match for tracks obtained by all 3 trackers (using simulations). Since the motion is very small between frames, a ZVT tracker is adequate. 
